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Study ObjectivesStudy ObjectivesStudy ObjectivesStudy Objectives

1. Describe the concept of budgetary control.
2. Evaluate the usefulness of static budget 

reports.
3.3. Explain the development of flexible budgets and Explain the development of flexible budgets and 

the usefulness of flexible budget reports.the usefulness of flexible budget reports.
4.4. Describe the concept of responsibility Describe the concept of responsibility 

accounting.accounting.
5.5. Indicate the features of responsibility reports Indicate the features of responsibility reports 

for cost centers.for cost centers.
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Study ObjectivesStudy ObjectivesStudy ObjectivesStudy Objectives

6.6. Identify the content of responsibility reports Identify the content of responsibility reports 
for profit centers.for profit centers.

7.7. Explain the basis and formula used in evaluating Explain the basis and formula used in evaluating 
performance in investment centers.performance in investment centers.
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Preview of ChapterPreview of ChapterPreview of ChapterPreview of Chapter

Considers how budgets are used by management to Considers how budgets are used by management to 
control operationscontrol operations

Focuses on two aspects of management control:Focuses on two aspects of management control:
Budgetary controlBudgetary control
Responsibility accountingResponsibility accounting
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Budgetary Control and Budgetary Control and Budgetary Control and Budgetary Control and 
Responsibility AccountingResponsibility Accounting

The Concept The Concept 
of Budgetary of Budgetary 

ControlControl

Static Budget Static Budget 
ReportsReports

Types of Types of 
Responsibility Responsibility 

CentersCenters

Budget reportsBudget reports
Control activitiesControl activities
Reporting Reporting 
systemssystems

ExamplesExamples
Use and Use and 
limitationslimitations

Cost centersCost centers
Profit centersProfit centers
Investment Investment 
centerscenters
Performance Performance 
evaluationevaluation

The Concept of The Concept of 
Responsibility Responsibility 

AccountingAccounting

Controllable vs Controllable vs 
noncontrollablenoncontrollable
Reporting Reporting 
system system 

Flexible Flexible 
Budgets Budgets 

Why flexible Why flexible 
budgets?budgets?
DevelopmentDevelopment
Case studyCase study

ReportsReports
Management Management 
by exceptionby exception
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The Concept of Budgetary ControlThe Concept of Budgetary ControlThe Concept of Budgetary ControlThe Concept of Budgetary Control

A major function of management is to control A major function of management is to control 
operationsoperations
Takes place by means of Takes place by means of budget reportsbudget reports which which 
compare compare actual actual results with results with plannedplanned objectivesobjectives
Provides management with feedback on operationsProvides management with feedback on operations
Budget reports can be prepared as frequently as Budget reports can be prepared as frequently as 
neededneeded
Analyze Analyze differences differences between actual and planned between actual and planned 
results and determines causesresults and determines causes

LO 1: Describe the concept of budgetary control.LO 1: Describe the concept of budgetary control.
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The Concept of Budgetary ControlThe Concept of Budgetary ControlThe Concept of Budgetary ControlThe Concept of Budgetary Control

Budgetary control involves the following activitiesBudgetary control involves the following activities

LO 1: Describe the concept of budgetary control.LO 1: Describe the concept of budgetary control.
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The Concept of Budgetary ControlThe Concept of Budgetary ControlThe Concept of Budgetary ControlThe Concept of Budgetary Control

Works best when a company has a Works best when a company has a formalized formalized 
reporting systemreporting system which:which:

Identifies the nameIdentifies the name of the budget report of the budget report 
(such as the sales budget or the manufacturing (such as the sales budget or the manufacturing 
overhead budget)overhead budget)
States the frequencyStates the frequency of the report (such as of the report (such as 
weekly or monthly)weekly or monthly)
Specifies the purposeSpecifies the purpose of the reportof the report
Indicates recipientIndicates recipient of the reportof the report

LO 1: Describe the concept of budgetary control.LO 1: Describe the concept of budgetary control.
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The Concept of Budgetary ControlThe Concept of Budgetary ControlThe Concept of Budgetary ControlThe Concept of Budgetary Control

Schedule below illustrates a partial budgetary control Schedule below illustrates a partial budgetary control 
system for a manufacturing companysystem for a manufacturing company
Note the frequency of reports and their emphasis on Note the frequency of reports and their emphasis on 
controlcontrol

LO 1: Describe the concept of budgetary control.LO 1: Describe the concept of budgetary control.
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Budgetary control involves all but one of the following:Budgetary control involves all but one of the following:

a.a. Modifying future plansModifying future plans.

b. Analyzing differences. 

c. Using static budgets.

d. Determining differences between actual and 
planned results. 

Review QuestionReview QuestionReview QuestionReview Question

LO 1: Describe the concept of budgetary control.LO 1: Describe the concept of budgetary control.
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Static Budget ReportsStatic Budget ReportsStatic Budget ReportsStatic Budget Reports

When used in budgetary control, each budget When used in budgetary control, each budget 
included in the master budget is considered to be included in the master budget is considered to be 
staticstatic

A A static budgetstatic budget is a projection of budget data at is a projection of budget data at 
one level of activityone level of activity

Ignores data for different levels of activityIgnores data for different levels of activity

Compares actual results with the budget data at Compares actual results with the budget data at 
the activity level used in the master budgetthe activity level used in the master budget

LO 2: Evaluate the usefulness of static budget reports.LO 2: Evaluate the usefulness of static budget reports.
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Static Budget Reports:  Sales BudgetStatic Budget Reports:  Sales BudgetStatic Budget Reports:  Sales BudgetStatic Budget Reports:  Sales Budget

Example Example –– Hayes CompanyHayes Company

Budget and actual sales data for the KitchenBudget and actual sales data for the Kitchen--
mate product for the first and second quarters mate product for the first and second quarters 
of 2008 are:of 2008 are:

LO 2:  Evaluate the usefulness of static budget reports.LO 2:  Evaluate the usefulness of static budget reports.
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Static Budget Reports:  Sales BudgetStatic Budget Reports:  Sales BudgetStatic Budget Reports:  Sales BudgetStatic Budget Reports:  Sales Budget

Example – Hayes Company, 1st Quarter

Shows that sales are $1,000 under budget – an unfavorable
result.
Difference is less than 1% of budgeted sales  - assume 
immaterial (not significant) to top management with no 
corrective action taken

LO 2: Evaluate the usefulness of static budget reports.LO 2: Evaluate the usefulness of static budget reports.
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Static Budget Reports:  Sales BudgetStatic Budget Reports:  Sales BudgetStatic Budget Reports:  Sales BudgetStatic Budget Reports:  Sales Budget

Example Example –– Hayes Company, 2nd QuarterHayes Company, 2nd Quarter

Shows that sales were $10,500, or 5%, below budget
Material difference between budgeted and actual sales
Merits investigation - begin by asking the sales manager the 
cause(s) – consider corrective action

LO 2:  Evaluate the usefulness of static budget reorts.LO 2:  Evaluate the usefulness of static budget reorts.
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Static Budget Reports Static Budget Reports –– Uses and LimitationsUses and LimitationsStatic Budget Reports Static Budget Reports –– Uses and LimitationsUses and Limitations

Appropriate for evaluating a manager’s Appropriate for evaluating a manager’s 
effectiveness in controlling costs when:effectiveness in controlling costs when:

Actual level of activity closely approximates the Actual level of activity closely approximates the 
master budget activity levelmaster budget activity level
Behavior of the costs is fixed in                   Behavior of the costs is fixed in                   
response to changes in activityresponse to changes in activity

Appropriate for fixed costsAppropriate for fixed costs
Not appropriate for variable costsNot appropriate for variable costs

LO 2: Evaluate the usefulness of static budget reports.LO 2: Evaluate the usefulness of static budget reports.
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A static budget is useful in controlling costs when A static budget is useful in controlling costs when 
cost behavior is:cost behavior is:

a.a. MixedMixed.

b. Fixed. 

c. Variable.

d. Linear. 

Review QuestionReview QuestionReview QuestionReview Question

LO 2: Evaluate the usefulness of static budget reports.LO 2: Evaluate the usefulness of static budget reports.
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Flexible BudgetsFlexible BudgetsFlexible BudgetsFlexible Budgets

Budgetary process more useful Budgetary process more useful 
if it is if it is adaptable to changes in adaptable to changes in 
operating conditionsoperating conditions
Projects budget data for Projects budget data for 
various levels of activityvarious levels of activity
Essentially, a series of static Essentially, a series of static 
budgets at different activity budgets at different activity 
levelslevels
Can be prepared for each type Can be prepared for each type 
of budget in the master budgetof budget in the master budget

LO 3: Explain the development of flexible budgets and the 
usefulness of flexible budget reports.
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Flexible BudgetsFlexible BudgetsFlexible BudgetsFlexible Budgets

Example Example –– Barton SteelBarton Steel
Static budget for the Forging Department at a 10,000 unit level:Static budget for the Forging Department at a 10,000 unit level:

LO 3: Explain the development of flexible budgets and the 
usefulness of flexible budget reports.
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Flexible BudgetsFlexible BudgetsFlexible BudgetsFlexible Budgets

Example Example –– ContinuedContinued
Demand increases Demand increases –– produce 12,000 units rather than 10,000produce 12,000 units rather than 10,000

LO 3: Explain the development of flexible budgets and the 
usefulness of flexible budget reports.
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Flexible BudgetsFlexible BudgetsFlexible BudgetsFlexible Budgets

Example Example –– Continued Continued 
Very large variances in budget report due to increased Very large variances in budget report due to increased 
demand for steel ingotsdemand for steel ingots

Total Total unfavorableunfavorable difference of $132,000 difference of $132,000 –– 12% over 
budget

Comparison based on budget data for 10,000 units Comparison based on budget data for 10,000 units -- the the 
original activity level which is original activity level which is not relevantrelevant

Meaningless to compare actual variable costs for 12,000 Meaningless to compare actual variable costs for 12,000 
units with budgeted variable costs for 10,000 unitsunits with budgeted variable costs for 10,000 units
Variable cost increase with productionVariable cost increase with production

Budgeted variable amounts should increase 
proportionately with production

LO 3: Explain the development of flexible budgets and the 
usefulness of flexible budget reports.
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Flexible BudgetsFlexible BudgetsFlexible BudgetsFlexible Budgets

Example Example –– ContinuedContinued
Budget data for variable costs at 10,000 units:Budget data for variable costs at 10,000 units:

Calculate variable costs at the 12,000 unit level:Calculate variable costs at the 12,000 unit level:

LO 3: Explain the development of flexible budgets and the 
usefulness of flexible budget reports.
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Flexible BudgetsFlexible BudgetsFlexible BudgetsFlexible Budgets

Example Example –– ContinuedContinued::
New budget report (no change in fixed costs):New budget report (no change in fixed costs):

LO 3: Explain the development of flexible budgets and the 
usefulness of flexible budget reports.
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Developing The Flexible BudgetDeveloping The Flexible BudgetDeveloping The Flexible BudgetDeveloping The Flexible Budget

Steps:

 Identify the activity index and the relevant 
range of activity

 Identify the variable costs and determine the 
budgeted variable cost per unit of activity for 
each cost

 Identify the fixed costs and determine the 
budgeted amount for each cost

 Prepare the budget for selected increments of 
activity within the relevant range

LO 3: Explain the development of flexible budgets and the 
usefulness of flexible budget reports.
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Developing The Flexible Budget Developing The Flexible Budget –– A Case StudyA Case StudyDeveloping The Flexible Budget Developing The Flexible Budget –– A Case StudyA Case Study

Example Example –– Fox Manufacturing CompanyFox Manufacturing Company

Monthly comparisons of actual and budgeted manufacturing Monthly comparisons of actual and budgeted manufacturing 
overhead costs for Finishing Departmentoverhead costs for Finishing Department
2008 master budget2008 master budget

Expected operating capacity of 120,000 direct labor hoursExpected operating capacity of 120,000 direct labor hours
Overhead costs:Overhead costs:

LO 3: Explain the development of flexible budgets and the 
usefulness of flexible budget reports.
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Developing The Flexible Budget Developing The Flexible Budget –– A Case StudyA Case StudyDeveloping The Flexible Budget Developing The Flexible Budget –– A Case StudyA Case Study

Example – Steps for Fox Manufacturing Company

 Identify the activity index and the relevant range
activity index: direct labor hours
relevant range: 8,000 – 12,000 direct labor hours per 
month

 Identify the variable costs and determine the budgeted 
variable cost per unit of activity for each cost

LO 3: Explain the development of flexible budgets and the 
usefulness of flexible budget reports.
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Developing The Flexible Budget Developing The Flexible Budget –– A Case StudyA Case StudyDeveloping The Flexible Budget Developing The Flexible Budget –– A Case StudyA Case Study

Example – Steps for Fox Manufacturing Company

 Identify the fixed costs and determine the Identify the fixed costs and determine the 
budgeted amount for each costbudgeted amount for each cost

Three fixed costs per month: Three fixed costs per month: 
depreciation, $15,000depreciation, $15,000
property taxes, $5,000property taxes, $5,000
supervision, $10,000supervision, $10,000

 Prepare the budget for selected increments  of Prepare the budget for selected increments  of 
activity within the relevant rangeactivity within the relevant range

Prepared in increments of 1,000 direct Prepared in increments of 1,000 direct 
labor hourslabor hours

LO 3: Explain the development of flexible budgets and the 
usefulness of flexible budget reports.
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Developing The Flexible Budget Developing The Flexible Budget –– A Case StudyA Case StudyDeveloping The Flexible Budget Developing The Flexible Budget –– A Case StudyA Case Study

Example Example –– Step 4 for Fox Manufacturing CompanyStep 4 for Fox Manufacturing Company

LO 3: Explain the development of flexible budgets and the 
usefulness of flexible budget reports.
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Developing The Flexible Budget Developing The Flexible Budget –– A Case StudyA Case StudyDeveloping The Flexible Budget Developing The Flexible Budget –– A Case StudyA Case Study

Example Example –– Fox Manufacturing CompanyFox Manufacturing Company
Formula to determine total budgeted costs from the budget Formula to determine total budgeted costs from the budget 
at any level of activity:at any level of activity:

Determine total budgeted costs for Fox Manufacturing Determine total budgeted costs for Fox Manufacturing 
Company with fixed costs of $30,000 and total variable cost Company with fixed costs of $30,000 and total variable cost 
$4 per unit:$4 per unit:

At 9,000 direct labor hours :  $30,000 + ($4 X 9,000) = At 9,000 direct labor hours :  $30,000 + ($4 X 9,000) = 
$66,000$66,000
At 8,622 direct labor hours:   $30,000 + ($4 X 8,622) = At 8,622 direct labor hours:   $30,000 + ($4 X 8,622) = 
$64,488$64,488

LO 3: Explain the development of flexible budgets and the 
usefulness of flexible budget reports.
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Developing The Flexible Budget Developing The Flexible Budget –– A Case StudyA Case StudyDeveloping The Flexible Budget Developing The Flexible Budget –– A Case StudyA Case Study

Example Example –– Fox Manufacturing CompanyFox Manufacturing Company
Graphic flexible budget data highlighting 10,000 Graphic flexible budget data highlighting 10,000 
and 12,000 activity levelsand 12,000 activity levels

LO 3: Explain the development of flexible budgets and the 
usefulness of flexible budget reports.
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Flexible Budget ReportsFlexible Budget ReportsFlexible Budget ReportsFlexible Budget Reports

Monthly comparisons of actual and budgeted Monthly comparisons of actual and budgeted 
manufacturing overhead costs manufacturing overhead costs 

A type of internal reportA type of internal report

Consists of twoConsists of two sections:sections:
Production dataProduction data for a selected activity index, for a selected activity index, 
such as direct labor hourssuch as direct labor hours
Cost dataCost data for variable and fixed costs for variable and fixed costs 

Widely used in production and service departments Widely used in production and service departments 
to to evaluate a manager’s performanceevaluate a manager’s performance in in 
production control and cost controlproduction control and cost control

LO 3: Explain the development of flexible budgets and the 
usefulness of flexible budget reports.
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Flexible Budget Reports Flexible Budget Reports -- ExampleExampleFlexible Budget Reports Flexible Budget Reports -- ExampleExample

LO 3: Explain the development of flexible budgets and the 
usefulness of flexible budget reports.
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Management by ExceptionManagement by ExceptionManagement by ExceptionManagement by Exception

Focus of top management’s review of a budget Focus of top management’s review of a budget 
report:report:

differences between actual and planned resultsdifferences between actual and planned results

Able to focus on problem areasAble to focus on problem areas

Investigate onlyInvestigate only material material andand controllable controllable 
exceptionsexceptions

Express Express materiality materiality as a as a 
percentage difference from budget  percentage difference from budget  --
either over or under budgeteither over or under budget
ControllabilityControllability relates to those itemsrelates to those items
controllable by the managercontrollable by the manager

LO 3: Explain the development of flexible budgets and the 
usefulness of flexible budget reports.
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At 9,000 direct labor hours, the flexible budget for At 9,000 direct labor hours, the flexible budget for 
indirect materials is $27,000.  If $28,000 of indirect indirect materials is $27,000.  If $28,000 of indirect 
materials costs are incurred at 9,200 direct labor materials costs are incurred at 9,200 direct labor 
hours, the flexible budget report should show the hours, the flexible budget report should show the 
following difference for indirect materials:following difference for indirect materials:

a.a. $1,000 unfavorable$1,000 unfavorable.

b. $1,000 favorable. 

c. $400 favorable.

d. $400 unfavorable. 

Review QuestionReview QuestionReview QuestionReview Question

LO 3: Explain the development of flexible budgets and the 
usefulness of flexible budget reports.
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The Concept of Responsibility AccountingThe Concept of Responsibility AccountingThe Concept of Responsibility AccountingThe Concept of Responsibility Accounting

Involves accumulating and Involves accumulating and 
reporting costsreporting costs on the basis of on the basis of 
the manager who has the the manager who has the 
authority to make the dayauthority to make the day--toto--day day 
decisions about the itemsdecisions about the items

Means a manager's performance Means a manager's performance 
is evaluated on the matters is evaluated on the matters 
directly under the manager's directly under the manager's 
controlcontrol

LO 4:   Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.LO 4:   Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.
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The Concept of Responsibility AccountingThe Concept of Responsibility AccountingThe Concept of Responsibility AccountingThe Concept of Responsibility Accounting

Conditions for using responsibility accounting:Conditions for using responsibility accounting:
 Costs and revenues can be Costs and revenues can be directly directly 

associatedassociated with the specific level of with the specific level of 
management responsibilitymanagement responsibility

 The costs and revenues can be The costs and revenues can be controlledcontrolled by by 
employees at the level of responsibility with employees at the level of responsibility with 
which they are associatedwhich they are associated

 Budget data can be developed for evaluating Budget data can be developed for evaluating 
the the manager's effectivenessmanager's effectiveness in controlling in controlling 
the costs and revenuesthe costs and revenues

LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.
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The Concept of Responsibility AccountingThe Concept of Responsibility AccountingThe Concept of Responsibility AccountingThe Concept of Responsibility Accounting

Levels of responsibility for controlling costs Levels of responsibility for controlling costs 

LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.
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The Concept of Responsibility AccountingThe Concept of Responsibility AccountingThe Concept of Responsibility AccountingThe Concept of Responsibility Accounting

Responsibility centerResponsibility center -- any individual who has any individual who has 
control and is accountable for activitiescontrol and is accountable for activities
May extend from the lowest levels of management May extend from the lowest levels of management 
to the top strata of managementto the top strata of management
Responsibility accounting is especially valuable in a Responsibility accounting is especially valuable in a 
decentralized companydecentralized company

LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.

control of operations delegated control of operations delegated 
to many managers throughout to many managers throughout 
the organizationthe organization
segment – area of responsibility 
for which reports are prepared
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The Concept of Responsibility AccountingThe Concept of Responsibility AccountingThe Concept of Responsibility AccountingThe Concept of Responsibility Accounting

Two Two differencesdifferences from budgeting in reporting costs from budgeting in reporting costs 
and revenues:and revenues:
 Distinguishes between Distinguishes between controllablecontrollable and and 

noncontrollablenoncontrollable costscosts
 Emphasizes or includes Emphasizes or includes only items controllable only items controllable 

by the individual managerby the individual manager in performance in performance 
reportsreports

Applies to Applies to bothboth profit and notprofit and not--forfor--profit entitiesprofit entities
Profit entities:Profit entities: maximize net incomemaximize net income
NotNot--forfor--profit:profit: minimize cost of providing minimize cost of providing 
servicesservices

LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.
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Controllable Vs. Noncontrollable Controllable Vs. Noncontrollable Controllable Vs. Noncontrollable Controllable Vs. Noncontrollable 
Revenues and CostsRevenues and Costs

Can control all costs and revenuesCan control all costs and revenues at some level of at some level of 
responsibility within the companyresponsibility within the company

Critical issueCritical issue under responsibility accounting:under responsibility accounting:

LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.

Whether the cost or revenue is controllableWhether the cost or revenue is controllable

at the level of responsibility with which at the level of responsibility with which 

it is associatedit is associated
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Controllable Vs. Noncontrollable Controllable Vs. Noncontrollable Controllable Vs. Noncontrollable Controllable Vs. Noncontrollable 
Revenues and CostsRevenues and Costs

All costs controllable by top managementAll costs controllable by top management

Fewer costs controllable as one moves down to Fewer costs controllable as one moves down to 
lower levels of managementlower levels of management

Controllable costsControllable costs -- costs incurred directly by a costs incurred directly by a 
level of responsibility that are controllable at level of responsibility that are controllable at 
that levelthat level

Noncontrollable costsNoncontrollable costs –– costs incurred indirectly costs incurred indirectly 
which are allocated to a responsibility levelwhich are allocated to a responsibility level

LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.
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Responsibility Reporting SystemResponsibility Reporting SystemResponsibility Reporting SystemResponsibility Reporting System

Involves preparation of a report for Involves preparation of a report for each level each level 
of responsibilityof responsibility in the company's organization in the company's organization 
chartchart

Begins with the Begins with the lowestlowest level of responsibility level of responsibility 
and and moves upwardmoves upward to higher levelsto higher levels

Permits management by exception at each level Permits management by exception at each level 
of responsibilityof responsibility

Each higher level can obtain the detailed report Each higher level can obtain the detailed report 
for each lower levelfor each lower level

LO 4:  Describe the concept  of responsibility accounting.LO 4:  Describe the concept  of responsibility accounting.
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Responsibility Reporting System Responsibility Reporting System -- ExampleExampleResponsibility Reporting System Responsibility Reporting System -- ExampleExample

LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.
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LO 4: Describe the concept of 
responsibility accounting.

Responsibility Reporting 
System Illustrated
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Responsibility Reporting SystemResponsibility Reporting SystemResponsibility Reporting SystemResponsibility Reporting System

Also permits comparative evaluationsAlso permits comparative evaluations

Plant manager can rank each department Plant manager can rank each department 
manager’s effectiveness in controlling manager’s effectiveness in controlling 
manufacturing costsmanufacturing costs

Comparative rankings provide incentive for a Comparative rankings provide incentive for a 
manager to control costsmanager to control costs

LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.
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Types of Responsibility CentersTypes of Responsibility CentersTypes of Responsibility CentersTypes of Responsibility Centers

Three basic types:Three basic types:
Cost centersCost centers
Profit centersProfit centers
Investment centersInvestment centers

Type indicates degree of responsibility that Type indicates degree of responsibility that 
managers have for the performance of the centermanagers have for the performance of the center

LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.
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Types of Responsibility CentersTypes of Responsibility CentersTypes of Responsibility CentersTypes of Responsibility Centers

LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.

Cost CenterCost Center
• Incurs costs but does not directly generate revenues
• Managers have authority to incur costs 
• Managers evaluated on ability to control costs
• Usually a production department or a service 

department

Profit CenterProfit Center
•• Incurs costs and generates revenuesIncurs costs and generates revenues
•• Managers judged on profitability of centerManagers judged on profitability of center
•• Examples include individual departments of a retail Examples include individual departments of a retail 

store or branch bank officesstore or branch bank offices
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Types of Responsibility CentersTypes of Responsibility CentersTypes of Responsibility CentersTypes of Responsibility Centers

LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility acdounting.LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility acdounting.

Investment CenterInvestment Center
Incurs costs, generates revenues, and has Incurs costs, generates revenues, and has 

investment funds available for useinvestment funds available for use
Manager evaluated on profitability of center and Manager evaluated on profitability of center and 

rate of return earned on fundsrate of return earned on funds
Often a subsidiary company or a product lineOften a subsidiary company or a product line
Manager able to control or significantly influence Manager able to control or significantly influence 

investment decisions such as plant expansioninvestment decisions such as plant expansion
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Types of Responsibility CentersTypes of Responsibility CentersTypes of Responsibility CentersTypes of Responsibility Centers

LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.LO 4:  Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.
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Under responsibility accounting, the evaluation of a Under responsibility accounting, the evaluation of a 
manager’s performance is based on matters that manager’s performance is based on matters that 
the manager:the manager:

a.a. Directly controlsDirectly controls.

b. Directly and indirectly controls. 

c. Indirectly controls.

d. Has shared responsibility for with another 
manager. 

Review QuestionReview QuestionReview QuestionReview Question

LO 4: Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.LO 4: Describe the concept of responsibility accounting.
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Responsibility Accounting for Cost CentersResponsibility Accounting for Cost CentersResponsibility Accounting for Cost CentersResponsibility Accounting for Cost Centers

Based on a manager’s ability to meet budgeted goals Based on a manager’s ability to meet budgeted goals 
for controllable costsfor controllable costs

Results in responsibility reports which Results in responsibility reports which compare compare 
actual controllable costs with flexible budget actual controllable costs with flexible budget 
datadata

Include only Include only controllable costscontrollable costs in reportsin reports
No distinction between variable and fixed costsNo distinction between variable and fixed costs

LO 5:  Indicate the features of responsibility reports for cost centers.LO 5:  Indicate the features of responsibility reports for cost centers.
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Responsibility Accounting for Cost CentersResponsibility Accounting for Cost CentersResponsibility Accounting for Cost CentersResponsibility Accounting for Cost Centers

Example Example –– Fox Manufacturing CompanyFox Manufacturing Company
Assumes department manager can control all manufacturing 
overhead costs except depreciation, property taxes, and 
his own monthly salary of $4,000

LO 5:  Indicate the features of responsibility reports for cost centers.LO 5:  Indicate the features of responsibility reports for cost centers.
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Responsibility Accounting for Profit CentersResponsibility Accounting for Profit CentersResponsibility Accounting for Profit CentersResponsibility Accounting for Profit Centers

Based on detailed information Based on detailed information 
about both about both controllable revenuescontrollable revenues
and and controllable costscontrollable costs

Manager Manager controls operating controls operating 
revenuesrevenues earned, such as sales earned, such as sales 

Manager Manager controls all variable controls all variable 
costscosts incurred by the center incurred by the center 
because they vary with salesbecause they vary with sales

LO 6:  Identify the content of responsibility reports for profit centers.LO 6:  Identify the content of responsibility reports for profit centers.
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Responsibility Accounting for Profit CentersResponsibility Accounting for Profit CentersResponsibility Accounting for Profit CentersResponsibility Accounting for Profit Centers

Direct and Indirect Fixed Costs Direct and Indirect Fixed Costs –– both may be presentboth may be present

Direct fixed costsDirect fixed costs
Relate specifically to one responsibility center
Incurred for the sole benefit of the center
Called traceable coststraceable costs since they can be traced directly 

to one center
Most controllableMost controllable by the profit center manager

Indirect fixed costsIndirect fixed costs
Pertain to a company's overall operating activities 
Incurred for the benefit of more than one profit center 
Called common costscommon costs since they apply to more than one 

center
Most are not controllablenot controllable by the profit center manager

LO 6:  Identify the content of responsibility reports for profit centers.LO 6:  Identify the content of responsibility reports for profit centers.
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Responsibility Accounting for Profit CentersResponsibility Accounting for Profit CentersResponsibility Accounting for Profit CentersResponsibility Accounting for Profit Centers

Responsibility ReportResponsibility Report
Shows Shows budgeted budgeted andand actual actual controllable controllable revenues revenues 
and costsand costs
Prepared using the costPrepared using the cost--volumevolume--profit income profit income 
statement format:statement format:

Deduct controllable fixed costs from the contribution Deduct controllable fixed costs from the contribution 
marginmargin
Controllable margin Controllable margin -- excess of contribution margin over excess of contribution margin over 
controllable fixed costs controllable fixed costs 

best measure of manager’s performance in best measure of manager’s performance in 
controlling revenues and costscontrolling revenues and costs

Do Do notnot report noncontrollable fixed costsreport noncontrollable fixed costs

LO 6:  Identify the content of responsibility reports for profit centers.LO 6:  Identify the content of responsibility reports for profit centers.
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Responsibility Accounting for Profit CentersResponsibility Accounting for Profit CentersResponsibility Accounting for Profit CentersResponsibility Accounting for Profit Centers

Example Example –– Mantle Manufacturing CompanyMantle Manufacturing Company
$60,000 indirect fixed costs not controllable by manager$60,000 indirect fixed costs not controllable by manager

LO 6:  Identify the content of responsibility reports for profit centers.LO 6:  Identify the content of responsibility reports for profit centers.
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In a responsibility report for a profit In a responsibility report for a profit 
center, controllable fixed costs are center, controllable fixed costs are 
deducted from contribution margin to show:deducted from contribution margin to show:

a.a. Profit center marginProfit center margin

b. Controllable margin

c. Net income

d. Income from operations

Review QuestionReview QuestionReview QuestionReview Question

LO 6:  Identify the content of responsibility reports for profit centers.LO 6:  Identify the content of responsibility reports for profit centers.
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Responsibility Accounting forResponsibility Accounting forResponsibility Accounting forResponsibility Accounting for
Investment CentersInvestment Centers

Return on Investment (ROI)Return on Investment (ROI)

 Primary basis for evaluating the performance of Primary basis for evaluating the performance of 
a manager of an investment centera manager of an investment center

 Shows the effectiveness of the manager in using Shows the effectiveness of the manager in using 
the assets at his/her disposalthe assets at his/her disposal

 Useful performance measureUseful performance measure

 Factors in ROI formula are controllable by Factors in ROI formula are controllable by 
manager manager 

LO 7:LO 7: Explain the basis and formula used in evaluating Explain the basis and formula used in evaluating 
performance in investment centers.performance in investment centers.
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Responsibility Accounting for Responsibility Accounting for Responsibility Accounting for Responsibility Accounting for 
Investment CentersInvestment Centers

Computation of ROI Computation of ROI (example data assumed)(example data assumed)::

Operating assets include Operating assets include current assets and plant current assets and plant 
assets used in operationsassets used in operations by the center and by the center and 
controlled by manager. controlled by manager. 
Exclude Exclude nonoperating assetsnonoperating assets such as idle plant such as idle plant 
assets and land held for future useassets and land held for future use
Base average operating assets on the beginning and Base average operating assets on the beginning and 
ending cost or book values of the assetsending cost or book values of the assets

LO 7:LO 7: Explain the basis and formula used in evaluating Explain the basis and formula used in evaluating 
performance in investment centers.performance in investment centers.
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Responsibility Accounting for Responsibility Accounting for Responsibility Accounting for Responsibility Accounting for 
Investment CentersInvestment Centers

Responsibility ReportResponsibility Report
Scope of manager’s responsibility affects Scope of manager’s responsibility affects 
content content 
Investment center is an independent entity Investment center is an independent entity 
for operating purposesfor operating purposes
All fixed costs controllable by center All fixed costs controllable by center 
managermanager
Shows budgeted and actual ROI below Shows budgeted and actual ROI below 
controllable margincontrollable margin

LO 7:LO 7: Explain the basis and formula used in Explain the basis and formula used in 
evaluating performance in investment centers.evaluating performance in investment centers.
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Responsibility Accounting for Investment CentersResponsibility Accounting for Investment CentersResponsibility Accounting for Investment CentersResponsibility Accounting for Investment Centers

Example Example –– Mantle Manufacturing CompanyMantle Manufacturing Company

LO 7:LO 7: Explain the basis and formula used in Explain the basis and formula used in 
evaluating performance in investment centers.evaluating performance in investment centers.
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Judgmental Factors in ROIJudgmental Factors in ROIJudgmental Factors in ROIJudgmental Factors in ROI

ROI approach includes two judgmental factors:ROI approach includes two judgmental factors:

Valuation of operating assetsValuation of operating assets
May be valued at acquisition cost, book value, appraised May be valued at acquisition cost, book value, appraised 
value, or market valuevalue, or market value
Each alternative provides a reliable basis for evaluating Each alternative provides a reliable basis for evaluating 
performance as long as it is consistently applied between performance as long as it is consistently applied between 
periodsperiods

Margin (income) measureMargin (income) measure
May be controllable margin, income from operations, or May be controllable margin, income from operations, or 
net incomenet income
Only controllable margin is a valid basis for evaluating Only controllable margin is a valid basis for evaluating 
performance of investment center managerperformance of investment center manager

LO 7:LO 7: Explain the basis and formula used in evaluating Explain the basis and formula used in evaluating 
performance in investment centers.performance in investment centers.
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Improving ROI Improving ROI –– Increasing Controllable MarginIncreasing Controllable MarginImproving ROI Improving ROI –– Increasing Controllable MarginIncreasing Controllable Margin

Increase ROI by increasing sales Increase ROI by increasing sales oror by reducing by reducing 
variable and controllable fixed costsvariable and controllable fixed costs
 Increase sales by 10%Increase sales by 10%

Sales increase $200,000 and contribution margin Sales increase $200,000 and contribution margin 
increases $90,000 ($200,000 X .45)increases $90,000 ($200,000 X .45)

Thus, controllable margin increases to $690,000 Thus, controllable margin increases to $690,000 
($600,000 + $90,000)($600,000 + $90,000)

New ROI is 13.8%New ROI is 13.8%

LO 7:LO 7: Explain the basis and formula used in evaluating Explain the basis and formula used in evaluating 
performance in investment centers.performance in investment centers.
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Improving ROI Improving ROI ––Improving ROI Improving ROI ––
Reducing Average Operating AssetsReducing Average Operating Assets

 Reduce average operating assets by 10% or $500,000Reduce average operating assets by 10% or $500,000
Average operating assets become $4,500,000 Average operating assets become $4,500,000 

[$5,000,000 [$5,000,000 -- ($5,000,000 X 10%)]($5,000,000 X 10%)]
Controllable margin remains unchanged at $600,000Controllable margin remains unchanged at $600,000
New ROI becomes 13.3%New ROI becomes 13.3%

LO 7:LO 7: Explain the basis and formula used in Explain the basis and formula used in 
evaluating performance in investment centers.evaluating performance in investment centers.
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In the formula for return on investment (ROI), the In the formula for return on investment (ROI), the 
factors for controllable margin and operating assets factors for controllable margin and operating assets 
are, respectively:are, respectively:

a.a. Controllable margin percentage and total Controllable margin percentage and total 
operating assets.operating assets.

b. Controllable margin dollars and average 
operating assets. 

c. Controllable margin dollars and total assets.

d. Controllable margin percentage and average 
operating assets.

Review QuestionReview QuestionReview QuestionReview Question

LO 7:LO 7: Explain the basis and formula used in Explain the basis and formula used in 
evaluating performance in investment centers.evaluating performance in investment centers.
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Principles of Performance EvaluationPrinciples of Performance EvaluationPrinciples of Performance EvaluationPrinciples of Performance Evaluation

Management function that compares actual results Management function that compares actual results 
with budget goalswith budget goals

At center of responsibility accountingAt center of responsibility accounting

Includes both Includes both behavioral and reportingbehavioral and reporting principlesprinciples
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Principles of Performance Evaluation Principles of Performance Evaluation --Principles of Performance Evaluation Principles of Performance Evaluation --
Behavioral PrinciplesBehavioral Principles

Behavioral principles Behavioral principles –– human factor critical in human factor critical in 
evaluating performance:evaluating performance:

Managers should have Managers should have direct input into the direct input into the 
process of establishing budget goalsprocess of establishing budget goals for their for their 
area of responsibilityarea of responsibility

Without this input, managers may view goals as Without this input, managers may view goals as 
unrealistic or arbitraryunrealistic or arbitrary
Affects motivation to meet targetsAffects motivation to meet targets

 The evaluation should be The evaluation should be based entirely on based entirely on 
matters that are controllablematters that are controllable by the managerby the manager

Criticism of noncontrollable matters reduces Criticism of noncontrollable matters reduces 
effectiveness of evaluationeffectiveness of evaluation
May lead to negative reactions by manager and May lead to negative reactions by manager and 
doubts about fairness of evaluationdoubts about fairness of evaluation
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Principles of Performance Evaluation Principles of Performance Evaluation --Principles of Performance Evaluation Principles of Performance Evaluation --
Behavioral PrinciplesBehavioral Principles

Top management should Top management should support the evaluation support the evaluation 
processprocess

Managers lose faith in process when top management Managers lose faith in process when top management 
ignores, overrules, or bypasses established proceduresignores, overrules, or bypasses established procedures

The evaluation process must allow managers to The evaluation process must allow managers to 
respond to their evaluationsrespond to their evaluations

Evaluation is not a oneEvaluation is not a one--way streetway street
Managers must be able to defend their performanceManagers must be able to defend their performance
Evaluation without feedback is impersonal and ineffectiveEvaluation without feedback is impersonal and ineffective

The evaluation should The evaluation should identify both good and poor identify both good and poor 
performanceperformance

Praise is a powerful motivatorPraise is a powerful motivator
Manager compensation should include rewards for meeting Manager compensation should include rewards for meeting 
goalsgoals
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Principles of Performance Evaluation Principles of Performance Evaluation --Principles of Performance Evaluation Principles of Performance Evaluation --
Reporting PrinciplesReporting Principles

Reporting principles for performance reports Reporting principles for performance reports 
include reports whichinclude reports which

Contain only Contain only data that are controllable by the data that are controllable by the 
managermanager of the responsibility centerof the responsibility center
Provide Provide accurate and reliable budget dataaccurate and reliable budget data to to 
measure performancemeasure performance
Highlight significant differencesHighlight significant differences between between 
actual results and budget goalsactual results and budget goals
Are Are tailortailor--mademade for the intended evaluationfor the intended evaluation
Are Are prepared at reasonable intervalsprepared at reasonable intervals
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Chapter Review Chapter Review Chapter Review Chapter Review 

For the year ending December 31, 2008, Kaspar For the year ending December 31, 2008, Kaspar 
Company accumulates the following data for the Company accumulates the following data for the 
Plastics Division which it operates as an investment Plastics Division which it operates as an investment 
center:  contribution margin $700,000 budget, center:  contribution margin $700,000 budget, 
$715,000 actual; controllable fixed costs $300,000 $715,000 actual; controllable fixed costs $300,000 
budget, $309,000 actual.  Average operating assets budget, $309,000 actual.  Average operating assets 
for the year were $2,000,000.for the year were $2,000,000.

Prepare a responsibility report for the Plastics 
Division beginning with contribution margin.
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Chapter Review Chapter Review -- SolutionSolutionChapter Review Chapter Review -- SolutionSolution

Kaspar CompanyKaspar Company
Responsibility ReportResponsibility Report

For Year Ending December 31, 2008For Year Ending December 31, 2008

BudgetBudget Actual           DifferenceActual           Difference
Contribution MarginContribution Margin $700,000$700,000 $715,000$715,000 $15,000$15,000 FF
Controllable Fixed CostsControllable Fixed Costs 300,000300,000 309,000309,000 9,0009,000 U U 
Controllable MarginControllable Margin $400,000$400,000 $406,000$406,000 $ 6,000$ 6,000 FF

Favorable Favorable –– FF
Unfavorable Unfavorable -- UU
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All About YOU:  Budgeting for Housing Costs
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